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NEWS and VIEWS 
Prof. F. E. Fritsch, F.R.S. 

AFTER forty-one years as head of his Department, 
Prof. F. E. Fritsch retired from the chair of botany, 
Queen Mary College, London, on September 30, in 
his seventieth year. Though scarcely expected in 
boyhood to live to twenty, his already long and 
remarkable career has been an arduous one, its key
note continuous application sustained by a powerful 
sense of the absolute value of knowledge and work. 
In 1905, during his first appointment as assistant 
professor (1902-10) at University College, London, 
he obtained his D.Sc. (London), started a year's 
additional work at Birkbeck College and completed 
with Boodle the well-known translation of Solereder's 
"Systematic Anatomy". In 1907, when Queen Mary 
College (then East London College) was first recog
nized as a school of the University of London, he was 
appointed to take sole charge of the newly initiated 
Botany Department, becoming in 1910 its full-time 
professor with one assistant. His eight years col
laboration with Salisbury from 1912 onwards resulted 
in the five familiar and ubiquitous joint text-books, 
and were shortly followed by his appointment to the 
University chair. His large and continuous output 
of contributions to algal and other botanical litera
ture, even including the re-writing of West's "British 
Freshwater Algre" which appeared revised in 1927 
and the production of his largest work, "The Structure 
and Reproduction of the Algre" (2 volumes, 1935 and 
1 945), though testifying to his unremitting industry, 
betray only a fraction of the activities he found 
possible concurrently with routine work and the 
steady development of his Department, which were 
rewarded in 1932 by election as a fellow of the Royal 
Society. He took an active share in the foundation 
in that year of the British Freshwater Biological 
Station at Wray Castle, on the Council of which he 
has acted as chairman ever since. His gift for diplo
matic organisation and management has rendered 
him invaluable on numerous committees, including 
the Library, Scholarships and Central Research Fund 
Committees of the University of London. 

To Prof. Fritsch himself this milestone of retire
ment will make comparatively little difference. 
Mentally vigorous as ever and still looking forward, 
he will continue to act on all these Committees in 
London, and by the courtesy of Prof. F. T. Brooks 
and his successor, Prof. G. E. Briggs, he is being 
enabled to continue his algal work in highly con
genial surroundings at the Botany School, Cambridge. 
His friendly personality, equable disposition and 
philosophic outlook have ever made him an entirely 
congenial colleague. With his retirement Queen 
Mary College loses its longest servant, and the whole 
staff will miss the cheerful presence of an esteemed 
personal friend. 

Wave-lengths for Broadcasting 
FoLLOWING the meeting held by the International 

Telecommunications Union in Atlantic City in 1947 
(see Nature, May 29, 1948, p. 863), a series of sub
sidiary conferences is being held in various parts of 
the world to deal with the allocation of radio wave
lengths for various purposes. According to The Times, 
a three-months conference in Copenhagen has just 
reached agreement on a new plan for the distribu
tion of the long and medium wave-bands for European 
broadcasting stations. The new convention, which 

has been sigued by twenty-five countries, will come 
into effect in March 1950, and will mean that many 
of the B.B.C.'s transmitters will have to change their 
operating frequencies. The allocation of short waves 
for sound broadcasting purposes will be decided by 
a conference which is to meet at Mexico City on 
October 22. 

The last effective plan for the allocation of broad
casting wave-lengths to the European countries was 
made at Lucerne in 1933 (see Nature, December 2, 
1933, p. 848, and January 20, 1934, p. 94) ; since 
then, the claims of some countries, particularly those 
which were less technically advanced at that time, 
have greatly increased. But the number of wave
length channels available has not increased, and so 
agreement on a new allocation has only been possible 
by some nations accepting less than their full require
ments. The Lucerne plan gave the United Kingdom 
one long and ten medium wave-lengths ; but in 
to carry on its services, the B.B.C. has taken mto 
use another long and two additional medium wave
lengths, which had been allocated to other countries. 
The new Copenhagen plan gives the United Kingdom 
one long and thirteen medium wave-lengths, and 
in some cases increased power may be used. These 
are considered to be sufficient for the B.B.C. pro
grammes to be carried on substantially as they are 
at present. 

German Scientific Text-books 
DR. JULIAN HuxLEY writes: "Students of bio

logical evolution will, I think, be interested to hear 
something about the new book by Dr. Bernhard 
Rensch, 'Neure Probleme der Abstammungslehre', 
published by Ferdinand Enke Verlag, Stuttgart, 1947, 
which I have recently received and read. It appears 
to me to be a most valuable work, which treats of 
the method, and especially the course, of evolution, 
in a comprehensive way. Its most original feature 
is the number oftables it contains, giving quantitative 
expression to various rules of evolution. It i_s 
interesting in that the author, though workmg m 
complete isolation during the War, has arrived at 
conclusions in general similar to those reached by 
American and British specialists in the subject during 
the same period. 

"It may be also useful to set forth the methods 
by which this, and other German books, may now 
be obtained. Anyone wishing to purchase books pub
lished in Germany may do so by placing his order 
through any bookseller, who may then apply directly 
to the publisher in Germany. The transaction is 
administered through the Joint Export and Import 
Agency of Military Government and 
be made in the currency of the country m whiCh 
the original order is placed. The delay in obtaining 
the book may be a matter of some weeks, or, of 
course, considerably longer if the publisher has not 
previously obtained a licence for export from the 
Joint Export and Import Agency. However, many 
publishers who foresee. a demand Germ?'ny 
for a particular book Will have obtamed the 
licence soon after the appearance of the book m 
Germany." 

Chemical Names, Formulre and Ciphers 
THE system of notation of organic chemical 

compounds described by Dr. G. M. Dyson has quickly 
been followed by a second, and those who missed the 
original lecture in Birmingham last October will now 
be able to study at leisure what Messrs. Gordon, 
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Kendall and Davison describe as a universal notation 
covering inorganic and organic chemistry and the 
chemistry of ions, free radicals and transition com
plexes ("Chemical Ciphering." Pp. 46. London: 
Royal Institute of Chemistry. 4s. net). The 
claims are thus even larger than those of Dr. 
Dyson, and a logical proof of the validity of the 
ciphering is appended, given the definition of a 
chemical species as a set of atoms individually stated, 
in which given pairs of these atoms are linked 
together by directed bonds and the net charge of the 
set, and of any discrete ions contained in it, are 
specified. The authors claim, moreover, that the 
system is expressed in the language of "basic chem
istry", and in accord with modern trends in the 
theory of molecular structure. Whether the system 
can be mastered by a chemist in about an hour, as 
they also claim, is at least doubtful; and if they 
under-estimate the intellectual effort required to 
comprehend and apply their system, they have 
probably also under-estimated the willingness of 
chemists as a body to make such an effort. 

That factor has to be weighed against whatever 
advantages a cipher notation can offer. The crucial 
question is the reality of those advantages. Is there, 
for example, any real hope that mechanical methods, 
such as punched cards, will be sufficiently widely used 
to justify the considerable financial investment in
volved. If universal use is probable, what are the 
real advantages of an entirely new cipher notation 
over some extension of the Richter- Stelzner 
formula system, for such purposes? So far as system
atics are concerned, what in economic terms are 
the advantages gained by a new system over the 
thoroughgoing application, for example, of the 
International Rules ? A large part of the confusion 
and ambiguity in organic chemical nomenclature is 
due to the failure to apply those rules systematically 
and universally, and the very conservatism which has 
prevented such a relatively simple reform does not 
encourage optimism about the universal acceptance 
of systems involving so much larger an intellectual 
effort as well as a break with past practice. 

Nigerian Livestock Mission 
THE Secretary of State has sent a mission to visit 

West Africa to investigate the livestock industry in 
Nigeria and the Cameroons under British mandate, 
with particular reference to meat production. The 
Mission will also engage in discussion where necessary 
with the authorities of the neighbouring French 
territories on problems of mutual interest. The leader 
of the mission will be Sir Frank Ware, formerly 
animal husbandry commissioner to the Government 
of India, and the members will be Mr. Thomas Shaw, 
a director of Messrs. Zwanenberg-Organon, Ltd., and 
Mr. Gilbert Colville, who has special experience in 
the breeding-up of African cattle. Arrangements are 
being made for local officers of the veterinary, agri
cultural and geological departments to be attached 
to the mission. The mission will probably pay a 
further visit to West Africa in February or March 
to see the country and the cattle at the end of the 
dry season. During its first visit, the mission is 
spending a few days in the Gold Coast to discuss 
problems in connexion with the cattle industry there. 

Irrationality of the General Cubic Threefold 
REFERENCE has already been made in these 

columns (Nature, March 31, 1945, p. 385) to the 
proof by Prof. G. Fano, formerly of Turin, of a long-

conjectured and important result in algebraic 
geometry. It has been known for nearly a century 
that the plane curve with equation fa (x, y) = 0, 
where fa denotes a cubic polynomial, is in general 
irrational, that is, its points cannot be set in one-to
one algebraic correspondence with the points of a 
line; in fact, its co-ordinates are expressible as 
elliptic functions of a single parameter. In contrast 
to this the general cubic surface, given by an equation 
fa (x, y, z) = 0, is rational, and the method of repre
senting the surface biunivocally on a plane was 
obtained so long ago as 1866. It was thus natural 
to inquire whether the general cubic threefold, given 
by an equation / 3 (x, y, z, t) = 0, is rational or not ; 
the question posed by the Italian geometers some 
sixty years back long resisted all attempts at 
solution, and hence became one of the celebrated 
problems of geometry. In 1942, Fano (then in his 
seventieth year) at last established its irrationality; 
from Switzerland, where he was living as an exile, 
he communicated the discovery to the Pontifical 
Academy of Sciences, and this, after various delays, 
has now been published with cognate researches 
("Commentationes", 11, 635; 1947). Fano's proof, 
though conceptually simple, involves considerable 
detail, and, in fact, marks the conclusion to a long 
chain of investigations, dating from 1907, when Fano 
showed that the general quartic threefold/, (x, y, z, t) 
= 0 is irrational. It is interesting to note that the 
entire programme of the research was foreshadowed 
in a communication made to the International 
Mathematical Congress held at Bologna in 1928; 
this has now been carried out in all its details. 

The Little Ringed Plover in London 
IN 1947 little ringed plovers (Charadrius dubius 

curonicus) bred in the London area for the fourth 
year in succession, and there was a remarkable 
increase in numbers (British Birds, 41, No. 2; Feb
ruary, 1948). Eight nests were found, and four other 
broods seen. Because of the possibility that at least 
two pairs changed their sites after disturbance the 
exact number present is unknown ; but there were 
certainly eleven and possibly fourteen pairs. Although 
the majority of the birds were again in Middlesex, 
there was an extension of range to three other counties 
and first breeding records were obtained for Essex 
(four pairs), Kent and Berkshire (one pair each). 
It is probable that the apparent sudden increase 
from four pairs in 1946 to a minimum of eleven pairs 
in 1947 is in part due to a lack of observation in 
previous years. It is curious that the known breeding 
range in Britain is, so far, restricted to Tring (where 
it bred in 1938 and 1944) and the London area (where 
it has bred annually since 1944). This may simply 
be due to lack of observation in other suitable places. 

Turkish Technical Review 
THE first issue (dated August 1948) has appeared 

of the Turkish Technical Review (Teknik Dergi), a 
monthly periodical which is claimed to be the first 
independent journal of that character published in 
Turkey apart from those coming from State institu
tions. It consists of forty-eight pages of text, with 
introductory notes by the Turkish Minister of Trans
port, by Prof. Tevfik Taylan, president of the Tech
nical University of Istanbul, and the editors. There 
is an article on modern military tanks, another on jet 
motors and gas turbines, a description (translation) 
of a lathe with electronic control, an article (transla
tion) on the application of plastics in chemical 
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